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Abstract The hypothesized dual roles of RNA as both
information carrier and biocatalyst during the earliest

stages of life require a combination of features: good

templating ability (for replication) and stable folding (for
ribozymes). However, this poses the following paradox:

well-folded sequences are poor templates for copying, but

poorly folded sequences are unlikely to be good ribozymes.
Here, we describe a strategy to overcome this dilemma

through G:U wobble pairing in RNA. Unlike Watson–

Crick base pairs, wobble pairs contribute highly to the
energetic stability of the folded structure of their sequence,

but only slightly, if at all, to the stability of the folded

reverse complement. Sequences in the RNA World might

thereby combine stable folding of the ribozyme with an
unstructured, reverse-complementary genome, resulting in

a ‘‘division of labor’’ between the strands. We demonstrate

this strategy using computational simulations of RNA
folding and an experimental model of early replication,

nonenzymatic template-directed RNA primer extension.

Additional study is needed to solve other problems asso-
ciated with a complete replication cycle, including sepa-

ration of strands after copying. Interestingly, viroid RNA

sequences, which have been suggested to be relics of an
RNA World (Diener, Proc Natl Acad Sci USA

86:9370–9374, 1989), also show significant asymmetry in

folding energy between the infectious (?) and template (-)
strands due to G:U pairing, suggesting that this strategy

may even be used by replicators in the present day.
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Introduction

The ability of RNA to act both as genetic material and as a
biocatalyst suggests that a simple version of life might be

composed primarily of RNA. The origin of life is believed

to have progressed through such a stage (the ‘‘RNA
World’’) (Crick 1968; Orgel 1968; Gesteland et al. 2006).

The plausibility of this theory is bolstered by several

experimental findings, including the centrality of RNA
nucleotides in metabolism, the nature of the ribosome (a

ribozyme) (Ban et al. 2000; Wimberly et al. 2000; Yusupov

et al. 2001), and the abiotic synthesis of RNA nucleosides
(Powner et al. 2009). RNA-based biochemistry also rep-

resents an attractive platform for minimal synthetic self-

replicating life since there is no need to support DNA and
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protein synthesis (Szostak et al. 2001; Muller 2006; Joyce

2009; Cheng and Unrau 2010). Several challenges must be

overcome to create an experimental model of RNA World
replication, including the so-called ‘‘error catastrophe’’ and

the difficulty of separating strands of moderate length

(Szostak 2013). One unresolved paradox for the dual roles
of RNA in RNA-based life arises from a conflict between

templating ability and stable folding (Szabo et al. 2002;

Muller 2006). Well-folded structures are assumed to be a
prerequisite for catalytic activity. On the other hand, an

RNA sequence must presumably exist in an extended

conformation that is accessible to a primer and substrate
nucleotides in order to act as a template for copying. Thus,

good template sequences lack structure, while ribozymes

tend to adopt well-folded structures, so these two desirable
properties seem to be mutually exclusive.

One possible strategy to overcome this paradox is

‘‘division of labor’’ between the two strands of the RNA,
with one strand folding into a ribozyme and the other

functioning as genome (Chen et al. 2006). However, at first

glance, the folding capacity of a given RNA sequence and

its complement are likely to be similar at the secondary
structure level, since a given structural element is palin-

dromic in the stem portion (Fig. 1a). Therefore, the com-

plement of a well-folded ribozyme would also be expected
to fold well. We hypothesized that this symmetry could be

broken by wobble base pairing, particularly G:U, whose

reverse complement would produce the less stable C:A
mispair (Turner and Mathews 2010) (Fig. 1b). We verified

this hypothesis with folding simulations. In addition, we

used an experimental model for early RNA replication,
nonenzymatic template-directed synthesis, to demonstrate

that although folding is anti-correlated with templating

ability, primer extension using the reverse complement of a
well-folded sequence as template was *100-fold faster

given high wobble pairing content. This could increase

fitness compared to genome–ribozyme systems with sym-
metric low folding energies. Finally, we test our hypothesis

Fig. 1 Asymmetry in self-folding energies of reverse-complementary
RNA strands and experimental system. a Palindromic stem obeying
only Watson–Crick pairing rules has a reverse complement with
equivalent sequence and folding energy. b Reverse complements;
strand on left contains a G:U wobble pair. c Heat map histogram
calculated for random 35-mers folding in silico. The x-axis is the
DG of one strand; the y-axis is the DG of the reverse complement
(DGRC). Histogram color represents the fraction of sequences with the

given DG and DGRC; red is high, black is low (see legend). G:U
wobble pairs were either allowed (left) or disallowed (right). The
boxed areas of each plot correspond to asymmetric sequences.
d Experimental system for nonenzymatic template-directed primer
extension. Reactants: primer and activated nucleotide. Reaction
proceeds much faster in the presence of a template. e Diagram of
reaction using a structured template. The free energy of the first step
is DG1. LG leaving group
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on a modern-day version of RNA replicators (viroids) and

confirm that these parasitic sequences exhibit folding
asymmetry between (?) and (-) strands due to G:U

wobble pairing. Although other challenges remain for an

experimental model of RNA World replication, including
the related problem of strand separation, our results suggest

that the paradox of ribozyme templates can be alleviated by

wobble pairing, a prominent feature of RNA.

Results and Discussion

Folding Simulations of RNA Sequences and Their
Complements

Using the Vienna RNA Package (Hofacker et al. 1994), we
folded 500,000 random 35 mers with equal representation of

all four nucleotides and recorded the free energy (DG) of the
ensemble of structures for each sequence relative to the
unfolded state (McCaskill 1990). To test our hypothesis that

wobble pairing enhances folding asymmetry, we compared

the histogram ofDG for sequences and their complements, in
which G:U pairing is either allowed or disallowed (Fig. 1c).

Greater density can be found in the top left and bottom right

regions, corresponding to asymmetric sequences, and greater
dispersion of values is found in general, when G:U pairing is

allowed. ‘‘Division of labor’’ might occur in an asymmetric

sequence, which has a stable structure but whose reverse
complement has an unstable structure. If we define the 20 %

with lowest free energy as stably folded sequences

(DGlow\-8.4 kcal/mol) and the 20 % with highest free
energy as unstable sequences (DGhigh[-3.7 kcal/mol),

then about 1.5 % of random sequences are asymmetric by

this definition. However, if we disallow G:U wobble pairs in
the folding algorithm, the proportion of asymmetric

sequences is 20-fold smaller (0.08 %, by the percentile

definition). Alternatively, if we define asymmetry by DGlow

and DGhigh (rather than percentiles), then 0.05 % of

sequences are asymmetric if G:U pairs are disallowed.

Folding is Anti-correlated with Extension Rate

of Nonenzymatic Template-Directed Synthesis

To investigate the effect of folding on early RNA repli-

cation, we used an experimental model system for nonen-
zymatic RNA primer extension on an RNA template,

which can occur on a laboratory time scale due to the

increased nucleophilicity of the 30-terminal residue of the
primer (20,30-dideoxy, 30-aminoguanosine) and increased

lability of the leaving group of the activated nucleotide

(ImpG) (Fig. 1d) (Weimann et al. 1968; Orgel 2004;
Schrum et al. 2010; Leu et al. 2011; Leu et al. 2013). If the

template itself can fold, the primer–template complex

presumably exists in equilibrium with self-associated
template and free primer according to the free energy

difference (DG1). Association of the activated nucleotide

poises the complex for reaction, and bond formation is
essentially irreversible (Fig. 1e). We designed 13 template

sequences (I–XIII) to anneal to the same primer (P), cov-

ering a range of free energies from poorly folded sequences
representing good templates, to well-folded sequences

representing sequences with ribozyme potential (Table 1).

We first compared the experimentally estimated proportion
of primer in the hybridized state to the thermodynamic

Table 1 Predicted
thermodynamic properties and
experimental extension rate
(k) for different template
sequences

V-RC is the reverse
complement of V. Asym is a
sequence designed to have
enhanced asymmetry in self-
folding energy (DG) compared
to its reverse complement,
Asym-RC. Templates predicted
to have ‘‘accessible’’ pre-
reaction complexes are shown
in bold. Standard deviation of
multiple replicates is given for
extension rates

Template DG
(kcal/mol)

DG1

(kcal/mol)
Hybridization
(%)

Pre-reaction
complex (%)

k (h-1)

I -58.9 0.6 \1 % \1 % 0.21 ± 0.02

II -45.4 3.4 \1 % \1 % 0.16 ± 0.05

III -38.5 -1.3 \1 % \1 % 0.11 ± 0.1

IV -32.5 -8.8 57 \1 % 0.13 ± 0.02

V -26.2 -9.7 78 \1 % 0.23 ± 0.03

VI -15.3 -18.8 100 71 0.32 ± 0.04

VII -13.4 -19.8 100 99 4.0 ± 0.1

VIII -15.2 -20 100 98 4.9 ± 0.4

IX -14.1 -12.5 98 95 2.0 ± 0.2

X -26.1 -8.8 58 52 0.85 ± 0.07

XI -13.8 -16 93 55 0.26 ± 0.08

XII -12.2 -19 100 27 0.06 ± 0.05

XIII -10.9 -19.7 100 90 1.1 ± 0.04

Asym -25.6 -20.9 100 32 0.07 ± 0.04

Asym-RC -11.2 -24.4 100 90 6.7 ± 1.5

V-RC -25.6 -8 36 \1 % 0.17 ± 0.04
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prediction (Fig. 2a). These were in general agreement;

exceptions may be due to kinetic trapping or the presence
of higher order complexes that are not considered in the

RNA folding algorithm.

Using our model reaction system, we measured the
extension rate for each template (I–XIII) with primer P

(Fig. 2b; Table 1). Using the folding algorithm subject to

constraints, we also calculated the thermodynamic expec-
tation for the proportion of primer in the pre-reaction

complex that should facilitate the extension reaction (i.e.,
the primer is fully hybridized to the template but the next

template base is unpaired; Table 1). While computational

RNA secondary structure folding is not sufficient to
quantitatively predict extension rates, we found that the

predicted proportion of primer in pre-reaction complexes

for I–XIII correlated with extension rates (Fig. 2c; Spear-
man’s rank correlation q = 0.85, p = 2.2 9 10-4), con-

sistent with structural accessibility being a prerequisite for

reaction. We categorized the templates into two classes
based on their calculated thermodynamic properties:

‘‘obstructed’’ (\50 % of primer in pre-reaction complex)

and ‘‘accessible’’ (C50 % of primer in pre-reaction com-
plex). A clear difference in experimentally observed

extension rates was observed between these classes

(Fig. 2c; Supplementary Fig. 1), although extension rates
of ‘‘accessible’’ sequences are quite variable, presumably

due to factors other than secondary structure (e.g., kinetic

effects). In general, as expected, templates able to self-fold
well had very low extension rates compared to relatively

unfolded templates. Interestingly, even these slow rates

were significantly higher than the reaction in the absence of
template (0.04 ± 0.02 h-1), suggesting that substantial

template-directed synthesis can occur even on quite stably

folded sequences.

Asymmetry in Copying Rates of Reverse Complements

Based on Wobble Pairing

To test our hypothesis that increased G:U pairing in one

strand would result in decreased relative stability, and
therefore better templating, for its reverse complement, we

designed a highly structured RNA sequence, Asym, with

Fig. 2 Template–primer hybridization, nonenzymatic primer exten-
sion, and asymmetric sequence. a Experimentally determined
percentage of primer in a complex (gray diamonds) and theoretically
predicted hybridization percentage (black circles). Error bars repre-
sent standard deviation. b Example reaction of primer with template
XIII; denaturing PAGE is shown in the inset. c Rate of primer
extension on templates with different propensities for complex
formation. d Experimentally tested asymmetric sequence. The
predicted structure of Asym (left) and Asym-RC (right) are shown
with inset gels of extension reactions. G:U wobble pairs are indicated
by the gray dots

b
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four G:U wobble pairs (DG = -26 kcal/mol; Fig. 2d). Its

reverse complement, Asym-RC, had no G:U wobble pairs
(DG = -11 kcal/mol). While one could imagine a more

extremely asymmetric sequence pair (e.g., entirely com-

posed of G and U), lower complexity sequences are more
prone to multiple misfolded states and might have been

disfavored by prebiotic synthetic processes (Derr et al.

2012). The extension rates of Asym and Asym-RC, using
primer P-Asym and P-Asym-RC, respectively, differed by

a factor of 100 (Table 1; Fig. 2d), illustrating that the use
of G:U pairs did result in a large asymmetry between the

templating ability of the two strands. The extension rate of

Asym was close to the non-templated rate of extension,
suggesting that the observed difference is near the maxi-

mum that would be detectable in this assay. This difference

implies that a good template sequence (genome) could
encode a well-folded sequence (ribozyme) despite the

palindromic nature of Watson–Crick base pairing. As a

control, we compared template V (DG = -26 kcal/mol;
no G:U pairs) with its reverse complement V-RC (DG =

-26 kcal/mol; no G:U pairs); primer extension from P and

P-V-RC, respectively, occurred at similar rates (Table 1).

Asymmetry in Folding Stability of RNA Viroid Strands

Based on Wobble Pairing

Our hypothesis, that increased asymmetry in folding

energy through G:U wobble pairing would improve fitness,
should also apply to RNA-based replicators in modern

biology. We tested this hypothesis on viroids, which are

small, non-coding circular RNAs that infect plant cells
(Navarro et al. 2012). In general, the (?) RNA strand of a

viroid enters the host cell and is transcribed by host

enzymes in rolling-circle amplification to produce an
oligomeric (-) RNA strand. The (-) strand serves as the

template (either directly or after processing to a monomeric

species) for transcription to produce oligomeric (?)
strands, which are processed to generate progeny infectious

monomeric (?) strands. Therefore, we expect the (-)

strand to be relatively optimized for templating while the
(?) strand is optimized for folding-dependent functions

related to infectivity.

We analyzed a set of 40 currently known viroids
(Rocheleau and Pelchat 2006) to determine whether the

(-) strand was poorly folded compared to the (?) strand.

We calculated the difference in predicted folding energies
(DDGstrand = DG(?) - DG(-)), with G–U pairing allowed,

for each viroid and compared the distribution of DDGstrand

to that of control sets with identical base composition but
randomized sequence (Fig. 3a). As expected, the DDGstrand

of viroids was shifted to the left and the distribution dif-

fered significantly from that of the controls (2-sample
Kolmogorov–Smirnov test: p = 0.0084). Although the

comparison between DDGstrand for each viroid and its

matched control sets can be noisy, the effect can be easily
seen when summing DDGstrand over the entire viroid set

(R(DDGstrand) for viroids vs. controls; Fig. 3b).

To determine whether the observed asymmetry between
viroid strands was due to increased G:U wobble pairing in

the (?) strand, we calculated the free energy contribution

of G:U wobble pairing (DGwith G:U - DGno G:U = DDGG:U)
for each strand. If our hypothesis were correct, the (?)

strand would exhibit greater stabilization from G:U pairing
than the (-) strand. We calculated the stabilization ratio

(RG:U = DDGG:U,(?)/DDGG:U,(-)) and found that G:U wob-

ble pairing indeed contributed greater stability to the (?)
strand (Fig. 3c). Furthermore, the stabilization ratio corre-

lated well with asymmetry between the strands (Fig. 3d),

suggesting that G:U wobble pairing causes the asymmetry in
folding between strands. If DDGstrand is calculated without

allowing G:U pairs, only a slight difference is seen between

the distribution of viroids and that of controls, suggesting
that while there may be a small degree of stabilization from

other factors, most of the effect is attributable to G:U pairs

(Supplementary Fig. 2).

Concluding Remarks

The perceived tradeoff between stable folding and tem-

plating ability has presented a paradox for the dual roles of
RNA in the origin of life. The effect of base composition

on folding energy can be deduced from nearest-neighbor

models of RNA folding (Kennedy et al. 2010; Lorenz et al.
2011; Derr et al. 2012), and the fact that secondary struc-

ture disrupts primer binding and unfolding during exten-

sion is widely recognized (Peters et al. 2004; Nolan et al.
2006). However, to our knowledge, this information had

not been previously applied to the paradox of RNA World

templates or to understand modern-day RNA replicators.
Here we suggest that the ability of RNA to form wobble

pairs, particularly G:U, would enable a ‘‘division of labor’’

between the ribozyme strand and the genome strand. Our
study indicates that the poor templating ability of a highly

structured RNA sequence can be countered in its reverse

complement through increased G:U wobble pairing.
Although we did not study copying of entire templates,

one might expect that each base extension would follow the

observed pattern, summing to a similar qualitative effect
overall. While this effect could allow efficient transcription

of the ribozymes from the genome, the reverse process of

copying the ribozyme into the genome is still slow. How-
ever, increased efficiency of ribozyme production means a

greater number of ribozymes will be present, presenting

more opportunities for copying into the genome strand,
potentially resulting in faster overall replication. In
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addition, if the ribozyme provides a benefit to the ensemble

(e.g., in a protocell), fitness might be further enhanced by

the presence of more ribozymes.
To the extent that polymerization rates influence overall

replication, one might speculate that wobble pairing would

essentially decouple the folding energies of the ribozyme
and its genome, perhaps allowing the combination of well-

folded ribozymes and efficient genomic templates in RNA

World life. Such non-Watson–Crick pairings are relatively
common in RNA structures (Leontis et al. 2002), and

wobble pairs other than G:U may display similar, albeit

attenuated, advantages. Interestingly, another advantage of
wobble pairing is suggested by the observation that G/T-

rich DNA sequences improve the efficiency of an RNA

polymerase ribozyme, presumably by increasing non-spe-
cific associations (Yao and Muller 2011). However, wobble

pairing also results in mispairings that substantially lower

fidelity, limiting the amount of information that can be

propagated in such a system (Eigen 1971; Leu et al. 2011).

Further ‘‘division of labor’’ segregating the genomic
function into a specialized chemical form with reduced

wobble pairing (DNA) would ultimately relieve the con-

flicting pressures of ribozyme folding and templating
ability while improving the fidelity of information transfer.

An interesting postscript concerns whether strand

asymmetry through G:U wobble pairing might have
evolved in the modern day, since the general principle of

wobble pairing leading to folding asymmetry should still

apply. Our analysis of viroid RNA sequences suggests that
this is the case, with the infectious (?) strand having lower

free energy than the templating (-) strand due in large part

to G:U pairs. This finding is remarkable since viroid
sequences have probably evolved in response to numerous

selection pressures ignored by our simplified ‘‘division of

Fig. 3 Asymmetry between strands in RNA viroids. a Distribution of
folding energy difference between (?) and (-) strands (DDGstrand) for
viroids (red) and control sequences (black). Values were sorted into
10 bins. Leftward shift of viroids indicates asymmetry with the (?)
strands being more well-folded than the (-) strands. b Cumulative
sum of DDGstrand over all 40 viroids (red) or over 30 analogous
control sets (blue, with mean and standard deviation shown in black).
Downward trend indicates a bias toward negative values of DDGstrand.
The sum, R(DDGstrand), over viroids is significantly lower than
R(DDGstrand) over controls (p = 4.3 9 10-6). Viroid sequences are

numbered (n) as given in Supplementary Table 1. c Ratio of
stabilization energy due to G:U wobbling for (?) versus (-) strand.
The log ratio (lnRG:U) is given for each of 40 viroid sequences. The

observed lnRG:U " 0:23 is significantly different from the null
expectation of identical stabilization from wobble pairing (i.e.,
lnRG:U " 0; p " 0:0029). d Correlation between DDGstrand and
lnRG:U, showing that greater G:U stabilization of the (?) strand
corresponds to greater folding asymmetry (more negative DDGstrand).
Linear regression line of best fit is shown (r2 = 0.755)
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labor’’ perspective (Flores et al. 2012). For example, vi-

roids in family Avsunviroidae contain hammerhead self-
cleavage motifs in both the (?) and (-) strands to process

oligomeric intermediates into monomeric forms (Daros

et al. 2006), but apparently this effect is weak relative to
selection pressures favoring asymmetry. Since viroids

undergo mutation at a very high rate (Gago et al. 2009), the

observed asymmetry is likely to be the outcome of ongoing
selection. Although it is unclear what causes the bias in

viroids, one might speculate that the same principles that
governed evolution during the origin of life also apply to

modern RNA replicators.

Materials and Methods

Activated Nucleotide

Guanosine 50-phosphorimidazolide (ImpG) was synthe-
sized by GL Synthesis Inc. in Worcester, MA based on a

previously published protocol (Rajamani et al. 2010). The

purity of ImpG was found to be [93 %, determined by
mass spectrometry and HPLC as previously described

(Rajamani et al. 2010).

Oligonucleotides

The RNA primers were synthesized by reverse synthesis
(W. M. Keck Biotechnology Resource Laboratory, Yale

University, New Haven, CT), using 30-O-tritylamino-N6-

benzoyl-20,30-dideoxyguanosine-50-cyanoethyl phospho-
ramidite at the 30-terminus (indicated by –NH2) and labeled

with Cy3 at the 50-terminus. The primers were PAGE-

purified and masses were verified by MALDI-TOF. RNA
template sequences were synthesized and PAGE-purified

by UCDNA Services (Calgary, AB, Canada). RNA excess

primers were synthesized by Dharmacon (Lafayette, CO).
Templates were 46 mers with the exception of I (56-mer).

Sequences were as follows:

• P: 50-GGGAUUAAUACGACUCACUG-NH2

• P-Asym: 50-AGGCCCAGUCCAAUCG-NH2

• P-Asym-RC: 50-GGCGAGUUCUUUUUG-NH2

• P-V-RC: 50-UAAUAAUUACCACUG-NH2

• I: 50-GGGAUUAAUACGACUCACUGGAGAUCA

AGUGAUCUCCAGUGAGUCGUAUUAAUCCC
• II: 50-UAAUACGACUCACUGGAGAUCAAGUGA

UCUCCAGUGAGUCGUAUUA

• III: 50-UAAUACGACUAACUGGAGAUCAAGUGA
UCUCCAGUGAGUCGUAUUA

• IV: 50-UAAUACGAGAGACUGGAGAUCAAGUGA

UCUCCAGUGAGUCGUAUUA
• V: 50-UAAUAAUUACCACUGGAGAUGA

AGUGAUCUCCAGUGAGUCGUAUUA

• VI: 50-UAAUACCUGAGACUGAAGAUCAAGUCA

UCUCCAGUGAGUCGUAUUA

• VII: 50-UACCCUCGUUCUAGGACGAAUAAUAU
UUGGCCAGUGAGUCGUAUUA

• VIII: 50-ACCGGCGUGCCGAUUCCGGAUUUCCC

AUCUCCAGUGAGUCGUAUUA
• IX: 50-UAUGCGGCAAAUUCACUCUACACUCA

UCUACCAGUGAGUCGUAUUA

• X: 50-CUCAAUACAGACUCGUGGUUGAGUGUA
CAGCCAGUGAGUCGUAUUA

• XI: 50-UACAUUGCAUACAAAUCGAUCAGGGGC

GCGCCAGUGAGUCGUAUUA
• XII: 50-UAAUUCCUGAGACUGAUGAUCAAGUU

AACUCCAGUGAGUCGUAUUA

• XIII: 50-UAAGACCUAAGACAGAAGAUCACGUC
AUCUCCAGUGAGUCGUAUUA

• Asym: 50-GGCGAGUUCUUUUUGGGUUGUUGUC

GACUCCGAUUGGACUGGGCCU
• Asym-RC: 50-AGGCCCAGUCCAAUCGGAGUCG

ACAACAACCCAAAAAGAACUCGCC

• V-RC: 50-UAAUACGACUCACUGGAGAUCACU
UCAUCUCCAGUGGUAAUUAUUA

Nonenzymatic Template-Directed Primer Extension

Fluorescently labeled primer (1.5 lM) and template strand
(1.5 lM) were mixed in solution containing Tris–HCl

(100 mM, pH 7.0) and NaCl (200 mM). The solution was

heated to 95 "C for 5 min and cooled on the benchtop to
room temperature for 15 min. After annealing, ImpG was

added to 11.5 mM. At time points, 1 lL reaction mixture

was removed and added to 4lL loading buffer containing
8 M urea, 100 mM Tris–HCl, and 50 mM EDTA. To

prevent binding of the fluorescently labeled primer to the

template strand in the polyacrylamide gel, we added
unlabeled RNA primer of the same sequence to the loading

buffer (409 excess unlabeled primer relative to labeled

primer). The reaction was analyzed on a 20 % polyacryl-
amide urea gel. The gel was scanned using a GE Amer-

sham Typhoon Trio Imager at 532 nm. The band intensities

were analyzed using ImageQuant. The band intensity of the
extended primer was divided by the total band intensity

(unextended and extended primer) for each time point. The

rate was estimated as the slope of the linear regression line
passing through the initial phase of the reaction.

Template–Primer Hybridization

Fluorescently labeled primer (1.5 lM) was mixed with

template (1.5 lM) in 100 mM Tris–HCl (pH 7.0) and
200 mM NaCl. The solution was annealed as described

above and run on a 24 % nondenaturing polyacrylamide
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gel at 4 "C. The loading buffer used was 80 % glycerol in

ddH2O v/v, 100 mM Tris–HCl, 50 mM EDTA. The gel
was scanned as described above. The intensity of the band

corresponding to primer alone was divided by the total

intensity of the lane to estimate the fractions of free versus
hybridized primer.

Calculation of Thermodynamic Properties

Each sequence used in the experiments together with the
corresponding primer was folded using the cofolding rou-

tines of the Vienna package (Hofacker et al. 1994; Bernhart

et al. 2006). The free energies of the possible structures
(self-folding of template or primer, homo-duplexes of

template or primer, and the primer–template hetero-

duplex) as well as the free energy of binding (i.e., the free
energy of the primer–template hetero-duplex minus the two

self-folding energies of primer and template) were recor-

ded from the output, and the expected proportion of primer
associated with the template for experimental concentra-

tions of template and primer was calculated (Bernhart et al.

2006). Additionally, we used constrained cofolding to
estimate the proportion of template–primer complexes that

would permit association of the activated nucleotide and

thus enable the extension reaction, by requiring that the
primer be fully hybridized to the template and the first

template base downstream of the primer be unpaired. The

proportion of pre-reaction complexes is then the product of
the expected proportion of primer associated with the

template and the proportion of template–primer complexes

that attain a permissive structure. The latter is calculated
from the exponential of the difference in free energy of

primer–template hetero-duplex structures with and without

the constraint (divided by RT, where R is the universal gas
constant and T is the temperature).

Viroid Sequence Analysis

RNA sequences for 40 viroid species (? strand) were

obtained from the Subviral RNA Database (Rocheleau and
Pelchat 2006). The first sequence entry for each species

was taken as the representative (i.e., *0.001). 30 control

sets were generated by random shuffling of bases for each
viroid, to preserve base composition but not base order

(Forsdyke 2007). Folded free energy prediction was carried

out by RNAfold from the Vienna RNA package, specifying
circular RNA (Hofacker and Stadler 2006), with or without

allowance of G:U pairing. Data visualization and statistical

tests were carried out using MATLAB 2011b.
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